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THE CANADA

HEALTH JOURNAL.
(PUBLIC HYGIENE AND STATISTICS.)

Vo1. V. TORONTO, JANUARY, f88I. No. 4.

FUTURE GENERATIONS OF
CANADIANS.

In the first number published of
this JOURNAL, July, 1874, we quoted
from a leading contemporary the
two following sentences: " We
ýght to build up a nation which
111 sheer physical stamina would be

lusurpassed. Nor can anything
Prevent this being our destiny but
'oftness, indulgence, luxury, and
Want of attention to the laws of
health." And we then added,
" There is not one probably, who
Would doubt the truth of the above
extract -doubt that we are at least
able to build up such a nation. No-
thing-indeed need prevent but want
of attention to the laws of health.

" But in order that future genera-
tiOns of Canadians may be as heal-

y, well - developed, hardy, and
igorous, mentally and physically,

as May be desired, it behoves us, of
the present generation, to com-
4ence as it were, at the beginning;
to look after the health and devel-
OPMent of the infants, children, and
Youths of the present age ; to teach

e Young the value of health and
the art of preserving it; to go back
111deed still further, and awaken
the attention of mothers to the
te essity of giving heed to the

h'alth of their little ones while yet
ttborn. t

es, to build up a healthy, vigor-
ouS race we must commence with

t Mothers. A very large, an un-
"'1ýally large, proportion of mothers,
as the statistical returns for Ontario

show, die here during the period of
maternity, or from the age of 15 to
45, from consumption; a hereditary
and a contagious disease. Think of
the effects upon the children. It is
necessary to commence with the
mothers: instruct them in the art
of taking care of their own health,
as well for their children's sake as
for their own.

The children must be constantly
provided with pure air, wholesome
food, and sunlight, and have judi-
cious mental and physical exercise;
and as soon as they are old enough
to comprehend it, they should be
instructed in the simple rules of
hygiene. It is deplorable that amid
the many subjects taught in schools
at the present time that of hygiene
receives so little attention.

This subject. of educating the
people in the laws of health is one
which our Legislatures must take
up. Canada is now about the only
civilized country in which the Go-
vernment has not already fairly and
fully commenced the work. It is a
work of the very first importance.
Who can say this subject of the
public health is not of greater im-
portance, or that work done in
improving the public health will
not have a greater influence over
future generations of Canadians,
than the construction of the Pacific
Railway, which is receiving so much
attention from our best statesmen ?
When will our legislators, Dominion
and Local, see the importance of
the work, or seeing, act ?

In this connection we give below
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an extract from a late number of
the Michigan Medical News, on

THE PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT OF
CHILDREN.

The trite saying, "the child is
father of the man," is usually re-
garded as having reference rather
to the mental than to the physical
in the individual. This is unfor-
tunate, in so far as it may have a
tendency to cause undue import-
ance to be attached to the early
mental development of the child.
It is to be feared, and indeed
thoughtful men are becoming
aroused to the fact, that there is
a grave radical defect in existing
methods of educating the young.
So much more influence does brain
wield than muscle in the affairs of
men, that the error of attempting
to cultivate the former to the neg-
lect of the latter, is one into which
it is quite natural to fall. While
the mental is superlor to the phy-
sical, it is far from being indepen-
dent of it. There may be the sound
body without the sound mind, but
there cannot be the sound, well-
balanced, self-possessed mind with-
out perfect physical well - being.
There may be mental quickness
and brilliancy in the weakly body,
and indeed these qualities of mind,
whether in the child or in the man,
are usually associated with defec-
tive physical development; but the
mind whose workings are deep, and
whose products are calculated to
endure is that which is contained in
the sound body. So true is this,
that the leaders of the day, as they
have been in all times, whether in
science, politics or government, are
men of good body.

The human animal, very strangely,
receives less attention from man
than do the domestic brutes. The
latter have been taken from a de-
generate, wild condition. And by
careful feeding and judicious mat-

ing, have been developed into the
noble speçimens of the modern
stock farm-horses, cattle, sheep,
and poultry, while man himself
instead of developing, physically at
least, has by being left to follow
the blind dictates of his own pas-
sions, retrograded from the high
estate of his barbarian ancestry.
The necessity of a proper mating of
the male and female, to secure the
best result in offspring, and the
proper care and feeding of the off-
spring, is all the secret of good
stock. Defects in the female can
be overcome in the offspring by
superiority in the same points in the
male, and vice versa; the breeder
who would expect a good result in
any particular regard from the
union of two animals, both defec-
tive in that regard, basing his ex-
pectations on some- mysterious
" affection," which they might have
for each other, would soon find his
strain running down. And yet men
and women have habitually for
years done this! Is it any wonder,
therefore, that while the inferior
animals of to-day are far advanced
over those of the past, the human
animal should, instead of improv-
ing, have actually degenerated ?
The fact that men are no worse
than they are, is doubtless attribut-
able to the improvements during
the past two hundred years in
hygiene and sanitary matters.

There are, however, difficulties in
the way of an intelligent stirpcul-
ture, difficulties which can only be
removed by such a general diffusion
of knowledge on these points as
will keep men and women froffi
falling in love with their physical
incompatibles. The time of such a
diffusion lies very indefinitely in the
future, but against that time there
is another remedy which it is largelY
in the powers of legislatures to
apply - the proper feeding and
training of the young. On general
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Principles, the paternal form of
government is not to be recom-
r0ended but as all government
shOuld be for the best interests
Of the governed, the governed
should be compelled to submit to
What is conducive to those inter-
ests. The first few, say five or six,
ears of the person's life, determine

lis physical being. The under-fed
qtd poorly nourished and impe'r-
fectly clad child. is stunted, and
eldom or never recovers its growth.
his law is recognized by the stock

taiser and the illustrations of it in
the human species are of lament-
able frequency.

The question of how the thous-
MIds and hundreds of thousands of
'Ifants of this country now impro-
Derly cared for, shall be placed in

4h a condition and so cared for
a! Will favor their growth into such
ttizens as it is to the interests of
e republic to develop, is one for

he statesman rather than for the
Ph,ician. It is for the latter to

ricate the necessity for reform,
r the former to devise the means.

E MILK SUPPLY IN WINTER.

r the summer time, when the
a ch COWS run free in the fields and
tbsist on green fresh grass, the
quajty of the milk. as it comes
4i nthe cows, except in cases of

esed cows, is usually good,
teVer much it may be fouled by

t Carlessness of milkers, or adul-
d 1 ted through the dishonesty of
t&ers. The cows too are then

Srnilked in the field, and the
dis.sent from the field or open

th .irect to the consumers, and
ft risk of spreading specific in-

.-- S of typhoid or scarlet-
in case any members of the

n's household happen to

ti from such disease, is com-
Cte but little.

4 'the winter, there is greater'

danger in the milk supply. The
cows are housed, for the most part,
in dark, unventilated, foul stables;
their food is often not appropriate,
and disease is not infrequently soon
developed in the cows; while the
milk is taken to the dairymen's
dwelling, and is there liable to con-
tamination with germs of specific
disease, as well as with less serions
impurities

Milk forms, usually, a large pro-
portion of the food of young child-
ren, who should always be provided
with the very best quality of food,
and it is of the utmost importance
that heads of families look well to
the source of their milk supply at
this season of the year.

The London, (Eng.) Medical
Times and Gazette, of Dec. 4, re-
ports that scarlet-fever was preva-
lent in the Orniskirk district, and
that the Rural Sanitary Authority
had been applied to by the Medical
Officer of health, of Southport, for
co-operation in watching over the
milk-supply. It stated that over
twenty cases of fever had broken
out in Southport, and the whole of
the persons affected had obtained
their milk from a common source.
A farm from which milk was sent to
Southport had been visited, with
the result that the fever was found
there.

In The Sanitarian, for December,
on the subject of Tuberculosis, or
consumption, as an infectious dis.
ease, we find that the Lancet recalls
previous contributions to this sub-
ject, and in particular to a very
interesting and exhaustive paper,so
long ago, as October, 1875, from the
pen of Mr. Fleming, then Veter-
inary Surgeon to the Royal En-
gineers, which appeared in the
British and Foreign Medico-Ckiruri-
cal Review. In that paper, evidence
as to the infectiousness of tuber-
culosis and its accidental trans-
mission from diseased to healthy
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animals was given, as well as experi- and unvisited dairies, there is no
mental proof of the production of check whatever.
the disease, not only by inoculation The same authority in the
but also by feeding with tubercular October number, says, " Quite
matter and milk from tuberculous recently, Dr. Paine, of Cardiff, has
,cows. Both in that article and in called attention to a disease of the
his work on Sanitary Science, pub- throat which he claims to have
lished in 1875, Mr. Fleming has in- traced to the use of milk from cows
sisted upon the urgent necessity affected with certain diseases of the
that exists for preventing the con- feet or of the mouth. It is not
sumption of the milk and flesh of diphtheria, for in no case has the
diseased cattle. In a paper re- false membrane, peculiar to that
'cently read by him at Norwich, he disease been observed. It consists
has adduced further proof of the of a vesicular eruption seated on
extreme danger to the public from the uvula, the tonsils and over the
this source, and these proofs are whole surface of the pharynx. It
certainly startling and worthy of is not, by any means, so fatal as
notice. We learn that tuberculosis diphtheria. It was found in all these
among cattle is greatly on the in- cases that when the milk from the
crease, and especially in the higher diseased animals was discontinued
bred stock; some authorities going the disease disappeared. In the
so far as to assert that five per cent. diseased animals the quantity of
are affected. As dairy cows are milk was very much diminished,
never inspected as to their state of and the relative proportion of solid
health, as they furnish by far the elements was very much lessenea.
larger proportion of phthisical bo- Chemical tests are not very satis-
vines, there can be no doubt as to factory ; the microscope is the most
the gravity of the question in its reliable.
relation to human tuberculosis. As The same observer also found
the pig, an omnivorous creature that, when diarrhoal diseases be-
like man, and bearing a close anal- came epidemic in children, the miik,
ogy to the lord of creation in other when carefully examinedwas found
respects, is most readily infected by ta contain globules of pus and
feeding with milk or tubercule, there blood; in these cases, too, the uddeç
is every reason to think that man- af the cow, when examined, was
kind, and particularly children, may found ta be affected. As a further
be as susceptible as the porcine proof, he states that among the
tribe. Irish residents of the district, who

It is somewhat strange, continues number about xaooo, there were
the Sanitarian, that though the anly four deaths from this disease
note of warning was sounded so during the year, and this he
frequently and so long ago, it should attributes ta the fact that they djd
not have excited attention. It is not give their chuldren milk. Thus
not too late now to adopt pre- is the more significant in confirma-
cautions if what is eported be tion of the suggestion thrown out
correct. It is high ti e that the by the article in THE SANITARIA$:
sanitary condition of milk and flesh "That the milk of cows affectô
producing animals was ascertained. with tuberculosis is likely ta indure
At present there is ample scope for that disease, usually commencing as
free trade in these diseases and intestinal catarrh, is not only rendeP
death-dealing articles of food. ed probable by the experimenU
What with pnivate slaughter bouses cited, showing that it has this effct
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When fed to domestic animals, but
this evidence receives additional
strength from the prevalence of fatal
intestinal catarrh, common to infants
fed on cows' nilk, in most A zmerican
cities."

Consumption is much more likely
tO develop, or the more strongly in
ý0ws in winter, from being housed
1in unventilated byres, than in sum-
Iner. And there can hardly be a
doubt that the milk from con-
sumptive cows will communicate the
disease to children who consume the
tnilk, as we have before shown. As
an eminent scientist, Dr. Vallin,
editor of Revue, de' Hygiene et
de Police Sanitaire, Professor of

*Ygiene, &c., says, " Is not this
conclusion frightful, when we con-
Sider the great frequency of phthisis

man-one death from phthisis
for every three deaths, under 30Years-and the frequency of ab-
dOTinal diseases and especially of
abdominal phthisis in children who
are fed on cows' milk ?"

We have here, then, the strongest
reasons that can be advanced for a
rgid inspection of all milch cows,

s well as of the byres, and all
cattle for slaughter, with the view
0f Preventing the consumption of
r4eat, as well as of milk from dis-
eased cattle.

?OISONING BY ARSENICAL \VALL
PAPERS.

We do not know whether or nott och attention or thought has been
Riven to this subject by physicians
a Canada, but it is a highly import-
antsubjectArsenic may be the cause
Of Obscure symptoms with which
Patients are sometimes affected, and

hich not unfrequently puzzle the
PhYsician in endeavoring to find a

rrect cause for the symptoms.
St Great Britian and the United
nates many cases of sickness from

a arsenic from wall papers
ebeei from time to time report-

ed, and it is not likely that Canada
has escaped.

It is known that other colors be-
sides green, such as the more deli-
cate drabs and greys, it appears,
contain arsenic.

A lady wrote to the Sanitary En-
gineer, in which paper articles on
this subject had appeared, asking
for explanations as to the symptoms
of the poisoning, etc; the enterpris-
ing publishers of that valuable
periodical referred thé erquiry to
Prof. Edward S. Wood, of Harvard
Medical School, who sends the fol-
lowing answer: under date Nov. 8,
188o.

Your correspondent's query in
reference to the effects produced by
arsenical wall paper upon persons
subjected to its influence has been
received. It is, of course, impossible
to give any description of this af-
fection which will be applicable to
every case, since, as with almost
every discase and almost all forms
of poisoning, the symptoms of
chronic arsenical poisoning differ to
a certain extent in different cases.
Some individuals are affected much
more easily than others ; two per-
sons apparently in the same state
of health and subjected to percisely
the same conditions with reference
to exposure to arsenical dust and
vapor, such as occupying the same
room for about the same length of
time, sleeping in the same bed, etc.,
may be and usually are affected
very differently, one feeling its ef-
fects very quickly, while the other
may not suffer at all, or not for a
long time. As a general rule, how-
ever, children are more susceptible
than adults and females than males.

The time required for the first
appearance of the symptoms varies
greatly. In some cases sitting in a
roQm papered with an arsenical
paper for a single evening has been
sufficient to produce marked symp-
toms, while in other cases several
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enonths have elapsed before any
rdecided effect upon the healtli has
been noticed.

Undoubtedly arsenical wall paper
produces its effects upon persons
occupying rooms papered with such
paper, chiefly by means of minute
particles of dust being set free from
the paper and coming in contact
with the skin and mucous mem-
branes, whence a portion may be
inhaled or swallowed. That such
particles of dust are detached from
the wall paper may be easily shown
by drawing a handkerchief across
the top of a door or window frame
(places which are not frequently
dusted) in a room ornamented by
an arsenical green paper, when the
green dust can readily be seen ad-
hering to the handkerchief. The
effects produced by arsenical com-
pounds thus applied are two-fold:
local and general. The local action
is an inflammation or irritation caus-
ed by the contact of the arsenical
compound with the skin or mucous
membrane ; the general action is
due to the effect of the arsenic upon
the system after it has been absorb-
cd into the blood. The inflamma-
tory action is most noticeable in
those parts with which the dust
can most easily come in contact,
such as the mucous membrane of
the eyes, nose and throat. An erup-
tion upon the skin is frequently seen
in workmen engaged in the manu-
facture of wall paper or artificial
flowers ; this eruption is most liable
to occur upon the bands and arms,
or upon those portions of the skin
which are soft and fiable to be kept
moist by perspiration, and, there-
fore, more liable to retain the dust
which comes in contact with them.

The symptoms of thz local action
of the poison are at first usually
those of an ordinary cold with or
without a cough. The dust comes
most easily into contact with the
mucous membrane of the eyes, nose

and throat, producing an irritation or
inflammation of these parts; this in-
flammation isoften the most marked
symptom of chronic arsenical pois-
oning, and differs from the ordinarY
inflammation due to exposure to cold
by its long duration and resistance
to ordinary treatment. Sometimes,
if the dust is inhaled, a bronchitis is
produced and shows itself by the
usual cough and expectoration.
After a while by the continued irri-
tation of the stomach caused by the
small amounts of arsenical dust
swallowed with the saliva, more of
less indigestion is prod uced, with,
perhaps, diarrhœa from its actionl
upon the intestines, and chronic in-
flammation of the stomach and intes-
tines has been seen as one of the re-
sults of wall paper poisoning.

Later the general effect of the
poison is shown chiefly by disturb-
ances of the nervous system, which
vary very much in different cases.
Most frequently, perhaps, these dis-
turbances take the form of neuralgia
in different parts of the body; if
this action is severe, cramps and
even convulsions may take place.
Severe headache, great debilitY,
emaciation and even paralysis have
been seen as symptoms of the severe
or long-continued action of the ar-
senical emanations from wall papet•

Finally death may ensue, eithef
from exhaustion or from some inter'
current disease, which the patient
is unâble to withstand, on account
of the low condition of the systeP
produced by the arsenic.

If, while suffering from these
symptoms of arsenic al poisoning, .
change of residence or of roon iO
effected for a time, marked improve'
ment takes place, while previous tO
such removal numerous remedie
and a variety of treatment ma
have been used without avail; l
such cases a return to the formlee
home or apartments will be follo*
ed by a recurrence of the symptov2g'
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The earlier and milder symptoms
are so obscure and similar to those
Which may be due to so many other
causes, that an accurate diagnosis
is exceedingly difficult. The ab-
sence of any definite cause, such as
exposure to cold, etc., to account
for-the head and throat symptoms,
the persistence of the symptoms in
SPite of treatment, the amelioration
or disappearance of the symptoms
Upon removal from, and their recur-
rence upon return to, a certain room
or house are important points to be
borne in mind in making a diagnosis.
Finally improvement and recovery
after the removal of an arsenical
Paper will render it almost certain,
that former symptoms were due to
the action of poisonous emanations
from the paper.

On this subject Dr. John R.
Clarke writes, Nov. 19 th, 188o, as
follows to the London E. Medical
7 $nes and Gazette. Willyou allow
rne to call the attention of the
Profession to the fact that arsenic is
noW more largely used than ever in
the manufacture of wall-papers, and
to warn them to bear in mind the
Presence of the poison as a pos-
sible cause of disease, or of compli-
cations of diseases ? A large num-
ber of cases of suffering from this
cause have come under my notice
Of late, and I was at a loss to
"understand them until I tested the
Wall-papers and found in them
quantities of arsenic, and was un-
able to make any impression for
good on the patients until the wall-
Papers were removed.

Smarting in the eyes, though a
fairly constant symptom, was not
always present, and when present
Was not always a leading symptom.
]eep general debility, a continued
everish state, chronic coryza,

mo28n1ptysis, sickness and retch-
og cramps, spasms, diarrha or

Coenstipation, I have observed in
ftriOus cases.

It should be remembered that it
is not the green papers alone that
contain the poison. It is largely
used in the manufacture of other
colours. I have found in it yellow,
pink, blue, and drab, and no doubt
it is to.be found in many more.

It is surprising how many houses
there are, especially among those
of the poor, which have arsenical
papers in one or more rooms, and
it would be well if every practition-
er had one of the simpler tests for
arsenic always ready for use. It
would, I have no doubt, afford a
solution for many a trying case, and
save an immense amount of need-
less suffering.

AMERICAN PUBLIC HEALTH
ASSOCIATION.

PROCEEDINGS AT THE EIGHTH ANNUAL MEET
ING HELD IN NEW ORLEANS, DEC. 8 TO
Io, 1880.

The following extracts from
papers read at the late meeting of
the American Public Health As-
sociation at New Orleans, we take
briefly from the Democrat, kindly
forwarded to us by Dr. Baker-,
Secretary of the Michigan State
Board of Health. We are sorry
we have not space for some of the
papers in full, as they would inter-
est many of our readers. We pur-
pose giving more extracts in a future
number; especially from a paper
by Dr. Baker, on " Relations of
Schools to Diphtheria."

The President, Dr. J. S. Billings,
in his address, remarked upon the
flourishing condition of the Asso-
ciation, and on the growing interest
shown in its meetings and in its
work; numbering as it does among
its members nearly every practical
Sanitarian or person specially in-
terested in public health matters
in the country. He said, our con-
stitution declares that " The objects
of this Association shall be the ad-
vancement of Sanitary Science and
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the promotion of organizations and houses. The health and cheerful-
measures for the practical applica- ness, and consequently the morality
tion of public hygiene." Science, of the families of many of those
sanitary or other, is advanced by who pay for the best pews in our
the increase, or by the diffusion of most fashionable churches, would
knowledge. The work of such as- be greatly improved if they had
sociations as this, is mainly the dif- purer air to breathe in their houses.
fusion of the knowledge of the A faulty system of house drain'age
discoveries made by individual in- will produce fot only actual sick-
vestigators, by providing an au- ness and death, but lassitude, want
dience for those who have some- of appetite, weariness and fretful-
thing to tell us about the causes ness, dissatisfaction among and
of disease or the best means of with the servants, and a pessimistic
avoiding or destroying them, and state of mmd with regard to things
by this educational process, on the in general, upon which the weekly
one hand stimulating research, and sermon will have very little in-
on the other securing practical re- fluence.
sults. Dr. Elisha Harris, of New York,

Until quite recently, very little gave the following gist of a paper
has been done in this country to- he had prepared, entitled,
wards iricreasing our knowledge of "A MEDICAL VIEW 0F THE DOMES-
the causes of disease by observa-
tion and ' experiment directed to TI PEST S WITH REFERENCE
that end. . . . .

The work of educating the people
as to the importance of sanitary During the past many years diph-
measures has progressed well du- theria, scarlatin a, small-poxmeasle
ring the past year, and has been and puerperal fever have destroyed
carried on not only by physicians, from 9,000 to 12,000 lives annually
but by the pulpit and the press. in the State of New York, and pro-

The growing interest of the clergy i bably not less than from 70,000 to
in public health matters is very i00,000 in the United States. This
satisfactory, since it is desirable for sacrifice of human life occurs at the
the sake of both religion and hy- ageswhenitseemsinostpreciousand
giene, that clergymen of all de- full of hope, and it has been made
nominations should be practical by these from diseases which are
sanitarians. widely transported and spread

Foul air, food badly cooked, im- abroad by their specific contagia.
pure water supply and dirty skins However widely differing from eacl
are responsible for a vast amount other, and spontaneous as each of
of sin and crime, and ignorance and the two first and two last-mentioned
filth are Siamese twins. may seem to be in their occasional

All clergymen recognize the facts outbreak, each of these five mala-
in a theoretical sort of way, but dîes ranks as a domestic pestilence.
many of them do not see that it is It is for the reason that, as re-
their duty to qualify themselves to gards each of these destroyers, the
give to their parishioners practical infection attribute which works the
advice to secure cleanliness as well peri]ous effects that mark their pro-
as godliness. gress is in every case propagated ia

Nor is the necessity for such ad- enormous quantities by the sufer-
vice corifined by any nieans to the ing patient, and attaches to or
occupants of shanties and tenement permeates the fabris and furnitury
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Of the sick-room, and especially all controllable causes of them. Under
clothing.and other textile materials this head we have:
Which are upon or in the presence First, In the natural history or
of the sick, that the expressive term etiology of each of these, as in many
domestic pestilence properly ap- other infectious diseases, the ad-
Plies to them. Even to the last mitted fact is that so far as the
of these diseases, viz., puerperal present state of our knowledge of
fever, Dr. Oliver Wendell Holmes causation of them is concerned,
applied this title a quarter of a cen- each of them may and sometimes
tury ago. does appear without any known or

Several other diseases have their even suspected dependence upon
cOntagious factors, respectively, any other individuals then or re-
and were the general dependence cently sick with the same malady;
Of the prevalence of them so nearly and yet, that as respects smali-pox,
Within control of physicans and no physician or naturalist doubts
sanitary officers that the medical that the virus of a person sck or
anld official duties concerning them dead with smali-pox is in every
c0uld control or prevent their instance the inevitable and only
spreading a persistent propagation, cause of every case of that maiady.
then, certainly, should they too be It is almost as firmly believed by
l1 the same category as the four accurate students of disease and of
n1aladies to which we now invite natural history that scarlatina equ-
attention. But, while measles, ally depends upon antecedent cases
Whooping-cough and typhoid fever of that disease; but for practical
do certainly spread by means of an uses of sanitary science it is fot
Infective factor, that infective at- necessary to even presume there is
tribute but furtively attaches itself such à dependence invariably, whiie
tO the sick-room, and it rarely ling- as regards puerperal fever, even the
erS long in one domicile. Yellow most specifically infectilus or fatal,
fever and typhus fix their deadly it is a fact beyond dispute that
Virus in closed apartments and in initial cases do occur from inflam-
Porous material, each in its own matory and septic causes, which,
Pestilent way ; but we have no oc- from their aucthouic deveiopment
casion at present, in the State of into a malignant infection virus,

ew York, to refer to them. begin and spread the fatal child-bed
Before discussing any points of lever. Dr. Burdon Sanderson's ex-

SaIitary practice concerning each periments show that the develop-
of the tour diseases we have selec- ment and intensity of the infective

for a special consideration, attribute may in particular unes of
ere should be clearly determined perpetual animal virus be regarded

l every medical and official mind as a concomitant, if not a resut of
ne of the conditions under which intensity, and products of intense

the medical and hygipnic doc- and destructive inflammations. Mr.
r0 nes-rational practice will John Simon's words on this point are
olnd to depend. We have to take emphatic. He says: Dr. Sander-

notice of certain essential and ac- son bas found that inflammations,
ýePted facts in the etiology, and in order to be most formidably
"deed in the pathology of each of infective, need not have been first
deih maladies, in order to find and started by contagion from any pre-

e a general principle of medical existing case of like sort, nor in any
rgnsanitary procedure from the re- imrediate innoculatior with foreignPrt%81Ocls and prevention of the putrid matter, but might, it seemed,
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be highly infective merely in ac-
companiment of being highly in-
tense. . . . And Dr. S. has now
succeeded in clearly showing that it
is a quality which may be artificially
cultivated, and that, starting from
purely chemical lesions, it may be
developed in higher and higher
degrees by successive innoculations
until there ýpresently results one of
the most tremendous morbid poi-
sons which the mind of the patholo-
gist can conceive.

We have to admit that morbid
poisQns may be cultivated up to a
terrible degree of infectiveness, and
that particular tissues, and more
especially the blood itself, may
offer opportunity or field for specific
manifestations of fatal diseases, as
in the puerperal fever, etc. It is not
improbable that in diphtheria and
scarlatina,of the malignant degrees,
there may be a superadded virulence
because of the special infectiveness
incident to the malignancy of cases
from which the spreading of the
malady begins.

But whence the initial cases of
diphtheria and scarlatina come, and
how and where the specific con-
tagium was sequestered and set
afloat so as to give the apparently
new point of departure for the
specific disease, who shall reveal ?
For the present we have to accept
the fact of these initial cases as a
first truth, while few of us doubt
that every such initial case aetually
depends upon some previous case.
But sanitary duties begin with the
initial cases, and they must never
be relaxed until all propagation
from such cases terminates.

Second-The commencement or
outbreak of single or initial cases
of any one of the domestic pesti-
lences (just as in the occurrence of
initial cases of any local or pan-
demic infectious disease) must be
regarded as the time and the place
for instituting systematic sanitary

and medical duty for suppressing
the extension and activity of the
portable infection attributes of the
malady, and of removing or neutra-
lizing all contributing causes of in-
fection. For the question is, hoW
to remove combustibles and dis-
tinguish the fire at once, and not
how, possibly, did the fire originate.
The infective factor is not to be dis-
regarded, simply because, like the
wafted thistledown, the very winds
may bear unwelcome germs. All
germinal sources of disease that
chemistry and cleansing can attack
must be controlled or destroyed.

Third-The evidence is signifi-
cantly cumulative and abundant
that the degrees of malignancy and
the tendency to rapid, virulent and
epidemic spread of each of the
domestic pestilences depend in sone
great measure upon accumulated of
active infectious elements, whethef
germinal or otherwise virulent, to-
gether with other factors of causa-
tion which admit of human control;
while whatever be the agencie,
telluric or other, which do not admit
of such control and yet facilitate
the propagation of these diseases,
they can be neutralized as regard$
any power to propagate any diseaSe
alleged of them. After much re-
search and ample experience this is
the conclusion of the ablest hygie0
ists and naturalists. Whoevet
holds the old fatalist views, or be-
comes a pessimist in etilogy Ot
hygiene, will do no masterly service
for the public health.

Fourth---Ail experience and a
that science can explain and apPl
in practice, fully support the opini9
that the infectious factor of each
the domestic pestilences is greatIl
aided and intensified in its action
local, personal and atmospheri
conditions which are recognizab
and controllable.

Fifth-That the sanitary con
of these maladies necessarily Co%
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Prises the suitable treatment of notice, printed or written in large
these tributary causes, and that no letters, to be placed upon all the
prevention and protection measures outside doors of any house ir. the
are adequate which do not control city of Milwaukee, in whhich any
the factors of causation. person may be affected or sick with

Sixth-The prophylactic indi- small-pox,scarlet fever or diphtheria
Vidual sanitation may largely enter upon which shall be written or
among the general means of pro- printed the name of such disease;
tection of the public health; and, and such notice shall remain upon
as regards small-pox, the protection such house until the case shall cease
effect of vaccination is the supreme to exist and such house shall have
eXample of such individual sanita- been thoroughly disinfected ; ani if
tion. In the near presence of scar- any person or persons shall deface,
latina, diphtheria, and puerperal alter, mutilate, destroy or tear down
fever, the individual sanitation is such notice, without permission of
not in vain. the commissioner of health, such

ON THE "MANAGEMENT OF CONTA- person or persons shall be liable
GIOUS AND INFEcTIOUS DISEASES for each offence to pay a fine of not
IN MILWAKETD, less than twenty-five nor more than

MILwAUKEE, fifty dollars; and the occupant of
lBy O. W. Wright. A.M., M.D. of any house upon which such notice

Milwaukee, Wis.: He said, In re- shall be placed or posted as afore-
8 Ponse to an invitation by the presi- said shall be held responsible for the

ent I have unidertaken to explain, removal of the same, and if the
a the briefest way, my method of same shall be removed without the
Inanaging contagious and infectious permission of the commissioner of
diseases in the city of Milwaukee. health, such occupant shall be sub-

The city charter empowers the ject to the like fine of not less than
COrmissioner of health " to forbid $25 nor more than $50, unless
and prevent all communication with he shall notify the commissioner of
any house or family infected with health within twenty-four hours
any contagious or pestilential dis- after the removal of the said notice."
ease, except by means of physicians The ordinance further provides
and nurses." that " when from current rumors

The charter also requires " each or from any other reason a suspi-
and every practising physician in cion exists " that such diseases pre-
the city of Milwaukee to report in vail in any family or household " it
WrIting to the commissioner of shall be the duty of the commis-
ealth every patient he shall have sioner of health to ascertain per-

tboring under any pestilential con- sonally whether such is the case,"
agious or infectious disease within and to enforce the law.

tWenty-four hours after he shall At the beginning of my adminis-
ascertain or suspect the nature of tration, in the spring of 1878, I
such disease." issued a circular to all the practi-

The charter also enables the tioners in the city, notifying them
Coramissioner to prescribe the form that the law requiring them to re-
r Such reports and to issue general port cases of contagious and infec-

Orders in regard to various matters tious diseases within twenty-four
Pertaining to the public health. hours would be strictly enforced.

A City ordinance provided that Half a dozen prompt prosecutions
It shall be the duty of the com- convinced the profession that the

%sioner of health to cause a health departrment was in earnest.
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One quack, unable to give bail, lay
in jail till the day of his trial. One
haughty and fashionable " doctor "
was driven on the witness stand,
under cross-examination, to swear
that he had no diploma and that he
was a mere pretender.

Physicians in the city are gratui-
tously furnished with postal-cards,
on the backs of which is a blank to
be filled, showing the name of the
patient in full, sex, nationality of
parents, patient's birthplace, num-
ber and street, ward, age, married
or single, disease and date. It re-
quires but a brief time to fll out
this blank at the bedside. The
postal-card cai then be dropped
into the first letter-box which the
physician passes after leaving the
house, and it is sure to reach the
health officer within a few hours.

At the time of placarding the
house the assistant medical officer
makes a sanitary inspection of the
premises and reports in writing.

As often as reports of contagious
cases come in from the city practi-
tioners, notice thereof is immedi-
ately sent by means of postal-card
blanks to the public and private
schools in thait eighborhood, the
teachers of which are under orders
not to admit pupils from infected
houses under penalty of prompt
prosecution in the Criminal Court.
The same notice is also sent to the
public library.

When a case of contagious dis-
ease recovers, the attending physi-
cian usually sends notice to the
health office, although he is not
obliged by law to do so. If he
neglects to perform this service the
family is sure to give him a sinister
blessing, for the placard then re-
mains on the door for a month,
when it is looked after by the health
department. Some of the doctors,
to please their patrons, have report-
ed recovery suspiciously early ; in
which case a visitation will be made

by the health commissioner, or one
of his medical assistants, and, if
suspicion is verified, a severe rebuke
be administered* to thc practitioner
who dares to trifle with the public
safety. Burke, who murdered his
fellow-creatures in orderto seil their
bodies for dissection, was a Chris-
tian and a gentleman in comparisol
with the medical fiend who connives
at the spread of contagious disease
in order to increase his practice.

When a case of infectious disease
terminates, by recovery or death, a
trained person is sent from the health
office to disinfect the house and take
down the placard. Disinfecting is
done by the approved process of
burning sulphur in the rooms, closed
as tightly as possible. A reliable
and careful man is employed for that
special purpose.

Public funerals are strictly pro-
hibited in cases of death by contag-
ious diseases. All the undertakers
and clergymen in the city are under
stringent orders to this end. TWO
or three threats of arrest were suffi-
cient to enforce the orders.. Funer-
als, in such cases, are now quietlY
conducted at the homes of the de-
ceased, and no young person is al-
lowed to act as pall-bearer. The
transition is very great in a citl
where, four years ago, small-po%
funerals were held in churches. The
enlightened majority of the clergl
are entitled to credit for efficient ai
in this part of the sanitary work.

Railroad officia!s, expressmel'
public carriers, and all other per-
sons are forbidden to bring to Mil*
waukee any person laboring undee
an infectious disease, or the remai,1e
of any person having died of such
disease.

The circulars left with families bl
the assistant medical officers, at the
time of placarding their houseS.
give pretty full directions for the
hygienic management of the differ'
ent infectious diseases. These Cie'
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culars have been compiled from the i
best sources. In this way useful in-
formation concerning infectious dis-
eases is diffused among the people.
A family afflicted with a contagious
ulalady is generally in a mood to re-
teive such information and profit by
it.

In dealing with small-pox, vacci-
"ation of all exposed persons is
added to the procedure already de-
ecribed. In fact, there has not
been a case of small-pox in Milwau-
kee since two years ago last July.
When I took charge of the health
'ffice of the city, in the spring of
1878, I found small-pox in half a
dozen different localities. It seem-
ed determined to linger, till I made
1tSe of the extraordinary power con-
ferred on the department by the
Legislature of the State in the
u1unicipal charter, " to forbid and
revent all communication with any
ouse or family infected with any

tontagious or pestilential diseases,
except by means of physicians and
Ilirses." By such a rigid system of
dorniciliary quarantine the foul dis-
ease was " stamped out," and has
r4Ot returned.

The advantages of the system
y be briefly stated-
1. It enables the health depart-

ent, and the public through the
bealth department, to know every

Y in the year the exact number of
ases of infectious diseases in the

and their precise location.
t Ior and sensational exagger-

etiOn in regard to the prevalence of
1.tagious maladies, which are
'ble to alarm the people needlessly

d to interfere with the pursuits of
et can then be corrected by facts.
d the truth of a violent epidemic

nuot be suppressed in the interest
om ornmerce to the criminal en-

dangering of the outside world.
2-The exact percentage of mor-
tiY is constantly known, reveal-

ng the severity or mildness of an
epidemic.

3. The systein affords especial
means of studying the conditions
under which contagious diseases
flourish, or to what extent they are
influenced by sanitary surroundings.

4. It diminishes the spread of
contagious diseases by protecting
large congregations of children in
schools from the presence of those
bearing infection in their persons or
clothes; by preventing exposure of
the living at public funerals; by
revealing to all who can see and
read the places where such diseases
may be caught, and by destroying
the lingering germs of contagion in
sick rooms by means of thorough
disinfection. My experience con-
vinces me that a community will
give a wide berth to small-pox,
scarlet fever or diphtheria if you will
only let them know where it is. I
have frequently seen quite small
children cross over to the other side
of the street when approaching a
house on the door of which was
placed a placard revealing the
existence of contagious disease
within. It is wicked to conceal
from God's little ones the fountains
of infectious suffering and death.

The difficulties of carrying out
the system are considerable, but
not insuperable.

i. While the majority of educa-
ted physicians are ready to co-oper-
ate with the health authority in car-
rying out any reasonable system of
protecting the public from conta-
gious diseases, the negligence of
many and the perversity of a few
must be overcome by the unflinch-
ing execution of law. To the
credit of the profession in Mil-
waukee it must be said that no one
has raised the question of fees for
reporting contagious diseases to the
health office. An unseemly discus-
sion of that question is now going
on in Great Britain. The medical
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practitioner depends upon the church with a diphtheria corpse is
patronage of the public, and should tempting Providence to start an
be willing to do for the public at epidemic. But many were beyond
large a service that costs very little the reach of argument. A fortu-
time and trouble and is attended nate accident of legislation solved
with no expense. It is a fortunate the problem. The alternative was
feature of the law that it requires placed before them of quietly sub-
the attending physician to report a mitting to the placarding process,
contagious disease as soon as it is as provided by city ordinance,
suspected. For that reason the or of being subjected to absolute
public receives the benefit of a quarantine in their houses, as pro-
doubt. The necessity of reporting vided in the charter. A lawabid-
to the bealth office ail deaths, with ing community submitted, and to-
the causes, in order to get a permit day the system of placarding if it
to bury, puts the doctor on his good were left to an election, would re-
behaviour. A few attempts to re- ceive an overwhelming majority
turn croup for diphtheria, spotted of votes in its favor. Experience
fever for scarlatina, &c., have been proves its value in many ways to,
met with an order for a coroner's the citizen. He knows and feels
inquest. Inability to make a diag. that, by reason of it, bis family is
nosis has sometimes been urged as more secure against diseases that
an excuse by delinquent quacks, but cost money, anxety and sorrow.
one or two criminal trials soon re-
vealed to them that the responsi- ESAY ON THE ADULTERTION
bilities.of assumed kiiowledge can- 0F FOOD AND DRINK.
not be avoided by a plea of ignor- In the December number of this
ance. In somne instances doctors JOURNAL we gave extracts from the
have prematurely reportedrecovery. report of the Committee of Award
The law of duration in contagious in connection with the prizes offered
diseases is too well known to allow by the U. S. National Board of
such heedlessness to escape notice Trade for the best Act, accompanied
and rebuke. It is sometimes disa- by an essay, for regulating the sale
greeable to supplement the mental of food and drugs. Below we give
and moral defects of a portion of one of the essays sent in; the author
the profession by the terror ofcrimi- of which is . H. Wright, M.D.,
ual law, but faithful sanitary admin- Flealth Officer, Milwaukee, Wiscon-
istration requires it. sin. From Supplement to the

2. At first the people objected to Sanitary Enginer for Dec., f88o.
having their houses placarded, as a Truth, like a torch the more it's
violation of personal liberty. A shook it shine." In discussing
attle argu ent convinced reason. adulteration of food and drink, the
able citizens that no man has the best way is to tel the truth about
natural or acquired right to expose the subject, or so much of the truth
his neigbbors to deadly contagious as one happens to know. Any
disease by concealing it in bis own exaggeration of statement, with the
bouse. Personal liberty to give istaken view of arousing publi
smallpox to somebody else bad attention to an ncreasing evil, only
better be abridged as soon as pos. alarns the innocent, while it pro-
sible. Personal liberty to send scar. duces no effect upon the guilty. An
let fever into a scool witb your attempt to allay public fear, by
cild is rather diabolical than bene- naking ligbt of a real danger, only
ficent. Personal liberty to infect a increases the apathy of the many
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While giving prolonged security to
the avari of a few.

UISUAL ADULTERATIONS OF FOOD
AND DRINK.

DANGEROUS ADULTERATIONS. -
Lead in canned vegetables and
4leat; corrosive sublimate in the rind
Of cheese (used to destroy "skip-
Pers"); poisonous colors (such as
rsenite of copper and chromate of

lead) in candy and confectionery;
aeustic lime in lard ; analine colors

'n fruit jellies, preserves, sauages;
e2ld wine ; salts of tin in sugar;
cocculus indicus and tobacco in beer
41d ale ; salts of copper in pickles;

d sulphuric acid in vinegar, are
8dulterations of food and drink
Ound in this country, which are
,even dangerous to life. Their use
abould be prohibited under severe
Penalties.

]DELETERIOUS ADULTERATION.-
A of the adulterations mentioned
above, even when in too small quan-
titles to be dangerous, are also dele-

'rious or injurious to health. Alum
Ï bread and in baking powder; cop-
Per in butter; artificial essences in
ady and confectionery ; oxide of

!ron in cocoa and chocolate ; alum
flour red lead in cayenne pepper;
irits of turpentine in gin ; chro-
ate of lead in mustard ; water in

tilk (by depriving infants of nutri-
on); crude brandy and "platrage"

1it Wine ; red ferruginous earths in
44atto ; red lead in currie powder;

%"Phuric acid in glucose syrups;
ead in cider; Prussian blue, black
t&d' and salts of copper in tea ;

Phuric acid, alum, aloes, and
dric acid in beer; and some other

eterious adulterations of the food
qdrink of man, are met with in
1 a country more or less frequently.
a an1 impossibility to measure the
r40'lt of injury thereby caused to

Of Ublic health. Doubtless some
em turn the scales of life and

thagainst delicate infants and

invalids, which fact might be a
sufficient reason for transferring
them to the list of dangerous.

FRAUDULENT AVULTERATIONS.-
The object of dangerous and dele-
terious adulterations is gain, and
they may therefore be reckoned also,
among the fraudulent. Sago, tapi-
oca,potato and otherfecula in arrow-
root ; soap, sulphate of lime, and
all sorts of starch in annato ; mus-
tard husks in allspice; water, burnt
sugar, etc., in brandy ; potatoes, in-
ferior four, etc., in bread; lard,
tallow, water, starch and oleomar-
garine in butter; vermilion,venetian
red, ground rice, and turmeric in
cayenne ; excess of water in canned
vegetables and meat; annatto, other
coloring matters, oleomargarine,
and " vacuity of cream," in cheese;
glucose in candy and confectionery;
corn starch, sago, tapioca, animal
matter, and cheaper kinds of arrow-
root in cocoa and chocolate ;
chicory, burnt sugar, and roasted
peas in coffee ; ground rice in currie
powder; salt and sugar in gelatine ;
turmeric, cayenne and mustard in
ground ginger; flour, glucose and
cane sugar in honey; gelatine in
isinglass; starch, stearine, salt, and
potato in lard; flour, turmeric,
cayenne, and yellow lakes in mus-
tard; turnip in horse-raddish;
apples, pumpkins and molasses in
preserves; linseed meal, different
flours, ship bread, and mustard
husks in pepper ; potato starch in
sago ; water, cayenne, burnt sugar,
etc., in rum ; rice flour, sand, and
glucose in sugar ; molasses, cochi-
neal, armenian bole and other color-
ing matters in various sauçes; flour
and starch in spices; sahd, mag-
netic oxide of iron, spent leaves and
foreign leaves in tea ; arrowroot and
clove stalks in cloves ; ship bread
in pimento; spent barkin cinnamon;
water and burnt sugar in vinegar ;
molasses, water and salt in porter
and stout; glycerine in beer; and
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things innumerable in liquors and
wines, are adulterations that touch
the economy of every household, if
they do not bring'a visitation of the
doctor, and involve the services of
an undertaker.

THE EFFECT OF THESE ADULTERA-

TIONS ON HEALTH AND ON TRADE.

ON HEALTH.-From dangerous
adulterations, a few die. Deleterious
adulterations cause or intensify the
ill-health of many. It is not neces-
sary to translate into popular
language long chapters from the
National Pharmacopæia, from a
treatise on materia medica and
therapeutics, from a standard work
on toxicology, or from an authori-
tative system of medicine, in a vain
attempt to estimate, even approxi-
mately, the number of deaths and
the amount of sickness caused by
adulterations of food and drink.
The articles used in adulteration are
known, and the effects of such
articles when taken into the human
body are known. Other essential
factors, as quantity employed, per-
centage of admixture, chemical
modifications by culinary processes,
habits of individuals, etc., are un-
known, and conclusive generaliza-
tions become impossible. Specula-
tion in the midst of such chaos
tends, on the one hand, to sensa-
tional exaggeration, and, on the
other hand, to belittle a real public
danger. Here, as elsewhere, the
true scientist awaitsfacts and avoids
alike the creation of a public panic
or the infusion of a false sense of
public security.

ON TRAPE.-It is not necessary
that mankind should eat and drink
things dangerous to life and injuri-
ous to health that trademay flourish.
In fact, trade flourishes best under
a policy of honesty. Tradesmen
and the community are mutually
responsible for the evils of adulter-
ation. The people greedily ask for

cheap and attractive goods. The
supply adapts itself with measure-
less cunning to the demand. One
more unscrupulous than the rest
attracts customers by colors that
do not revealto ignorance the poison
lurking within. Others must folloW
his example or retire from the field.
A daring dealer imitates the flavor
of a genuine article by a cheaper
mixture, and his neighbors must
follow suit although they may know
that they are scattering the seeds
of sickness among the unconscious.
The greater part of mankind find
the struggle to obtain the necessi-
ties of life so hard that any apparent
opportunity to economize is eager-
ly seized. Purveyors of food and
drink compete with each other, not
only by reduction of profit, but by
cheapening quality. He who re-
duces quality most in reality and
least in appearance can win in the
great battle of the " survival of the
fittest." Human ingenuity is taxed
to the utmost ; the whole earth is
explored to obtain and put to use
the means of success. Men have
come to look upon fraudulent adul-
teration as commendable enterprise.
Injurious adulteration is winked at
by most. Necessity of trade is
pleaded as an excuse for dangerous
adulteration, even when its preval
ence is deplored. The mutual coIl
cealments and deceptions of produc'
ers and consumers tend to educate
the public in dishonest ways. Th6
heart of man is hardened towards
his neighbor whom he'cheats, and
the conscience is. deadened wheO
gain is secured at the expense Of
another's health or life. As the
world's commerce would not be
diminished by cessation of adultera'
tion, it is very evident that the let
residue ofthc practice is to corrlpt
and deprave trade, without increas
ing its profits. Much the greatO
portion of the manufacturers al
merchants of food and drink woIIi
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Prefer to make and handle genuine
goods, if they were not driven to
an opposite course by the unscrup-
'liusness of a few. When people
learn that a dollar's worth of a pure
article is more valuable than three-
fOurths of the same quantity would
be when mixed with ever so much
48eless, injurious or dangerous
foreign material, when dishonest
Producers are restrained by the
'Strong hand of well administered
and just law, then we may expect
to see trade become the minister of
8ornething better than material
civilization. Reputation for integri-
ty is even now of equal value with
capital in trade. And the nation
that first establishes a character for
honest goods will reap a rich harvest
of profit in the world's commerce.

ZEST MEANS OF DETECTING AND PRE-
VENTING ADULTERATIONS.

DETECTINO.-Several means of
4 etecting adulterations should be
cornbined. (i.) The people must be
Wiselyinstructed as to the existence,
nature, and extent of the adultera-
tions of their daily food and drink.
The wise way of instructing the
People isto tell them the exact truth,
the whole truth, and nothing but
the truth. The press of this coun-
trY is ever ready to publish interest-
ýng facts without price. There are
intelligent individuals in every com-
rlunity who have facts' to give to
Oal newspapers and periodicals for
the public. The exaggerations of
sciolists and charlatan reformers,
and of constitutional alarmists, are
tO be avoided if possible; also, the
delials of interested parties, and
the venal pleadings of the paid ad-

o0cates of corrupt commerce; With
the great mass of the people as a
dsinterested jury, these two forces
*il finally neutralize each other in
the interest of truth. Valuable
tfatises on the subject of adultera-

n of food and drink have already

been written, and are in the hands
of a large number of earnest co-
workers. Popular books, by well.
informed and sober-minded teachers
of the people, written so as to attract
as well as to instruct the masses,
are greatly needed. (2.) The medi-
cal profession, already aroused to
the importance of preventative
medicine, are beginning to impart
needed information on this subject
to the people in a multitude of
homes. Their teaching is daily be-
coming wiser, being grounded in
more ample knowledge. The pro-
fession, whose words are authorita-
tive in so many households, will in
time break the bread of sanitary life
to such a number as will constitute
an all-powerful public opinion. (3.)
National, State, and municipal
boards of health are not only giving
sober information on this subject to
the people, but are training com-
munities to co-operate in the ad-
ministration of sanitary law. The
work of such boards is full of promise
for the future. (4.) Detection of
adulteration in special cases must
depend upon skilled chemists and
trained microscopists. Of course it
is not necessary to repeat here pro-
cesses and methods found in every
text-book. Spectrum analysis will
also in time play an important part.
(5.) Government has already done
something incidentallyfor the detec-
tion of adulteration, by providing
for the organization of boards of
health, and by appropriations for
special investigations. Sustained
by enlightened public opinion, it
will do more in the future. (6.) The
tide, once turned, trade itself will
turn detective, and contribute its
experience in exposing adulterations
that have brought reproach upon
it, and stand in the way of its higher
progress.

PREVENTING.-The preceding par-
agraph indicates the means of pre-
venting, as well as detecting, adul-
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terations. ENLIGHTENMENT OF THE
PEOPLE On the subject is likely to
increase the demand for pure
articles of food and drink. Increased
supply is sure to follow. Healthy
public opinion thus formed will also
sustain comprehensive measures of
legislation. In time, the adultera-
tion of the " daily bread" of man
will become infamous, and the prac-
tice will cease, except as an occa-
sional crime, against the organic
community, called the State, to be
punished by law. Hand in hand
with the healthy growth of
.opinion, government must
part by the enactment and
tion of appropriate statutes.

public
do its
execu-

BIBLE HYGIENE.

PUT AWAY THE EXCRETA.

"Thou shalt have a place also
without the camp, whither thou
shalt go forth abroad: and thou
shalt have a paddle upon thy wea-
pon ; and it shall be, when thou
wilt ease thyself abroad, thou shalt
dig therewith, and shalt turn back
and cover that which cometh from
thee : For the Lord thy God walk-
eth in the midst of thy camp, to de-
liver thee, and to give up thine
enemies before thee ; therefore shall
thy camp be holy; that he see no
unclean thing in thee, and turn
away from thee "-12, 13 and 14 th
verses of the 23rd chapter of Deu-
teronomy.

In this present enlightened Bible
age, when millions of copies of this
book are distributed amongst the
people, and it is recognized as the
guide book in the life of millions, is
it not somewhat strange that the
above three verses are so rarely
brought into practical life ? WerE
practical sermons preached from
the pulpit from those verses as a
text, much good might follow.

That most eminent sanitarian

Dr. Parkes, writes in his valuable
wcrk on hygiene, "it is highly prob-
able that to the barbarous. and in-
efficient modes of removing the ex-
creta of man and animals we must
partly trace the great prevalence of
disease in the middle ages, and
there is no doubt that many of the
diseases now prevailing in our large
towns are due to the same cause."

Instead of having the excreta
destroyed and rendered innoxious
by being mingled with the earth, as
the Israelites were directed to do,
it is now allowed to accumulate
in vaults of one sort or another
near our own doors and wells, or
other water supply (in Toronto in
the bay for example), or it is sent
away by the nearest water route to
be deposited in the proximity of a
neighbor's dwelling place. " Bar-
barous," indeed. So the products
of its decomposition, instead of be-
ing absorbed by and mingled with
the earth, are taken into our bodies
with the air breathed or water con-
sumed and act as a most dangerouS
poison in the blood. When sickness
and death come through filth dis-
eases, say not that it is a "dispensa-
tion" or " visitation of providence."

Careful study of the Bible would
discoverrulesof Hygiene,commonlY
entirely disregarded, which, if fol-
lowed, would prevent sickness and
prolong life.

VARIETY IN FOODS.

Most persons are ready to admit
that there is an almost universal
practice, in most or all civilized
countries, of over-eating; ready tO
admit that nearly everyone eats
more than is healthful. There are
two things which contribute to this
over-eating :-they are, fast eating
and variety in foods. The first
hardly needs a word here; everY
body knows fast eating is injurioU'
to digestion and to health; it is not
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everybody though by far, who bene-
fits by the knowledge. Many people,
however, have mistaken views about
Variety in foods, thinking variety is
nlece ssary to keep off starvation.

Millions of people livetheir whole
life though,in good health and vigor,
With only two or three articles of
fod, " all told," as perhaps rice and
r ilk alone. We in America and in
Europe, for the most part, must
have three or four at least, or per-
haps a dozen or more sorts of
food at one meal, and hardly any
two meals just alike during a whole
Year.

There cannot be a doubt but that
too great variety of food, especially
la the case of children, is a common
and a frequent cause of sickness.
Children and many adults after
eating a fair meal off one dish,
A'd who would be thus satisfied
*ere there not other courses brought I
.4, will commence and eat some-

titnes what would amount to almost|
another meal, because a false appe-
tite is created by the flavor of new
4ishes; over eating is the result,
M'd if this is persevered in, sickness
1 8ure to follow.

tC hildren especially should be
aught to eat at each meal only two

brthree sorts of food ; as milk and
ad, or meat and some sort of

V table, as potatoes. The more
dtueys who do this too, the bet-

ey will be.

SKATING.
We are often asked if skating is
health-giving exercise. Almost
& exercise which takes people out
doors promotes health. Skating

b.enclosed rinks, though these may
%large and airy, is not equal to

ttg in the open air. Skating
e rinks even, however, is better

ai remaining in doors,
d e important point in skating

ands the special notice of medi-

cal men. Young ladies who wish
to appear graceful-and which of
them do not ? are in the habit of
skating often with the hands in a
muff in from of the body: in this
position they only get about half
the benefit of the exercise. The
upper extremities receive no benefit
while the chest is liable to be some-
what compressed, and the lungs are
not expanded to their fullest capa-
city, though it is most desirable they
should be.

Cannot young ladies devise some
graceful method of swinging the
arms freely, and thus get the full
benefit of the exercise. Leaders of
style have in this no small de-
gree of responsibility which it may
be worth while for them to consider.

When all the extremities and the
entire body are given full play, we
believe no better exercise can be
devised than that of skating. But
it will be well to look somewhat to
the place; skate out of doors when
possible, or see that the rink is well
ventilated.

VITAL STATISTICS.

Vital statistics furnish most un-
erring lessons as to the health,
prosperity and morals o the
people ; they teach the influence
of marriage on illegitimacy and
morality, the vital force of the
children, the duration of life with
its expectation and value for all ages
and races, the influence of meteor-
ology, occupation and locality in
generating disease and improving
health, and thereby the removal of
unfavorable conditions often found
where least suspected, and the
approach of morbific storms, by ig-
norance of which negligent cities
and even nations have been destroy-
ed. The only foundation of life
insurance, vital statistics serve alike
to guide the resident and the immi-
grant, the capitalist and the laborer,
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the politician and the statesman,
the moralist and the scientist. Ig-
nored or disparaged too often, they
have been advocated and supported
by Napoleon and Thiers, by Bis-
marck and Cavour, by Gladstone
and Disraeli,andthegr establishment
has become a test of the degree of
civilization reached by a people and
their rulers-Chahille.

THE PUBLIC HEALTH.

In the table below we give the
total number of deaths, and the
numbers from diarrhea and cholera
infantum, in those cities and towns
from which we were enabled to
obtain returns, for the third quarter
-(July, August and September,) of
i88o.

5 .' 8

NAMES OF PLACES.,,

Torono............ 46 -
Londgo°tn ....... I 47 4

roboug. ....... ...... ô
St. Thomas .... ........ 16 2 4
Chatham .... ...... .... si 2
Barrie ...... .......... 21 1
Montreal......... 1059 174 103

Whooping cough appears to have
been prevalent in many places. In
Kingston there were 6 deaths from
it; and in London, Cobourg and
Chatham, one in each place. But
few cases of dysentery or typhoid
fever were reported. Barrie reports
3 deaths from diphtheria, and Mon-
treal 17.

ON TEA DRINKING.
In reference to the extract on tea,

from the London Medical Times
and Gazette, in our December issue,
a correspondent,whohad previously
consulted the editor of this JOURNA L
in reference to somewhat obscure
symptoms which had troubled him,

and who had suffered from indi'
gestion, sends us the following :

" I have abstained from tea and coffee for
the last five months with such good results
that I intend to continue it. My liking Or
craving for tea has entirely disappeared, 1
sleep better at nights, my nervous systemn is
much quieter, and there is an improvemellt
in digestion. This last result, however, MA
be due to other causes, because I haye
endeavored to be moderate in eating,
without adopting any special regime»•
As one must have hot drinks this cold
weather, I use cocoa and kaoka-chiefll
kaoka. I don't use alcohol in any shape-
I am in a good deal better spirits now-a-das'
The tea abstinence may be credited with
little of this, but not with the whole of it.
used to be fond of tea and drink a good
deal, though I could hardly be called an e
cessive tea drinker."

" EPIZOOTY " IN MAN.

Geo. Wilson, a resident of Virgi"
near St. Catharines, had a horse sick
from " epizooty." Some of the
matter from the horse's nose was
rubbed into a scratch on Wilson'-
hand. His system became infected,
his body swelled, and finally a large
abscess formed on his side, discharg
ing quantities of putrescent matter.
Within a few davs he had apparent'
ly recovered, but had a relapse'
and his final recovery was doubtfill'
Later we learn that Wilson Wgo
poisoned about the tenth of Noe
vember, and now 28th December,
is better and able to walk aboUt.
Glanders was suspected, and eJ
purpose making further enquiries
of the physician in attendance in
reference to the case.

THE LIQURFAcTIcON OF OZONE it appea
has been accomplished by two Frec
chemists. Ozonized oxygen is submitted to
heavy pressure, when it assumes a bloo
color, which gradually becomes deeperW
deeper; it iquifies under a pressure of
atmospheres; while pure oxygen requi
pressure Of 300 atmospheres.
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00ch 'poticto.
TREATISE ON THERAPEUTICS. By A.

Trousseau and H. Pidoux. Translated by
1). F. Lincoln, M.D. Ninth edition,
Vol. III.

DISEASES OF THE PHARYNX, LARYNX,
AND TRACHEA. By Morell Mackenzie,
Mi.D., London. Senior physician to the
hospital for diseases of the throat and chest,
Lecturer on diseases of the throat, &c. &c.

bIAGNoSIS AND TREATMENT OF EAR-DIS-
kASEs. By Albert H. Buck, M.D. Aural
Surgeon to the New York Eye and Ear
Infirmary, Instructor in Otology in the
Col. of Phys. and Surg. N.Y.

The above are three more volumes of
Wood's admirable series of Standard Medical
Authors; referred to on previous occasions,
and for which the profession should feel under
A debt of gratitude, on account of the extreme
lOW price-the truly wonderful cheapness, of
the volumes: twelve handsome volumes for
$15, or $1.25 per vol.; the last two named
cOntaining over 400 pages each. New York:
Wm. Wood & Co.: Toronto: Willing &
Williamson.

and instructive cases in practice are given.
Altogether it forms an excellent treatise on
ear diseases.

A TREATISE ON DIPHTHERIA. By A.
Jacobi, Clinical professor, diseases of
Children, Col. of Phys. and Surg. N.Y.,
Physician to Bellevue, Mount Sinai, and
the German Hospitals: New York: Wm.
Wood & Co.; Toronto: Willing & William-
son.

" Multum in Parvo" might properly be the
motto of this neat little work, of about 250
pages; 8vo. In it the author has placed before
the profession in a compact and readable form
all that is of practical value as regards this
very important disease. The author writes
from much practical experience, which adds
much to the value of the work. In reference
to the Etiology of the disease, we purpose
giving brief extracts on a future occasion.

MEDICAL RECORD VISITING LIST AND PHY-

SICIAN'S DIARY, for 1881, New York :
Wm. Wood & Co. ; Toronto : Willing &
Williamson.

This list gives evidence that it has been

1he third vol. of Trousseau's Therapeutics es WUU U c u iJj

(the two first vols. we have already noticed) ciseness and compactness should commenc

discusses anarsthetics, anti-spasmodics, neu- to every physician. It appears to have ir

rosthenic tonics, excitants, sedatives, contra- all that, and nothing more than, is necess

stimulants, and anthelmintics, and constitutes in a pocket memoranda of a doctor's visits.

the work one of the most complete and com- is an elegent and complete little list.

Prehensive yet published ; and all for $3.75. REPORT ON GLANDERS IN MAN AND
'e purpose referring in a future number to Domestic Animals. By Henry B. Bak
the author's treatment of coffee. Secretary of the Michigan State Board

The author of diseases of the pharynx,larynx Health. Lansing, Mich : W. S. George
&c., is well and favorably known. In this Co.
Volume he appears to have presented his This is a valuable report, a pamphlet
readers with a very complete statement of about 30 large pages, a reprint from t
the most reliable information which it has seventh annual report of the Michigan St

been possible to obtain regarding the subjects Board of Health.11POn which it treats. Croup, he believes, is
only a form of diphtheria, and to this subject REPORT ON OBSTETRICS AND ON GYN
he gives a large share of attention. COLOGY by Wm. Gardner, M.D., Pr

Ùr. Buck in the preface to his work on Ear Medical Jurisprudence and Hygiene, M

, says it has been his ' aim to present, Gill University, Montreal, &c. &c,
u text-book form, a picture of diseases of This was read at the late meeting of t
the ear as they have appeared to him in pri. Canada Medical Association and created
Yate and hospital practice." Many interesting good deal of discussion.
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4corrusponeenr.

WINTER VENTILATION.

To th# Editor of the Canada Health Xournal.

SIR,-In your article headed " Winter
Ventilation," in the December number of
the CANADA HEALTH JOURNAL, you refer to

the desirability of having a special inlet to
supply fresh air in the place of the air taken
away by the suction of fire-places, &c. The
difficulty that has been usually felt about
inlets for cold air, is their liability to cause
unpleasant and hurtful " draughts." If in
cold weather one lets down a window for a
few inches at the top, the incoming current
of cold air is sure to direct its course down-
wards, and to make itself unpleasantly felt on
the heads and persons of the occupants of
the room. The same remark holds good of
every Aorizontal inlet; the weight of the
incoming horizontal current of air brings it
slantingly downwards in the shape of a
draught.

Permit me to call the attention of your
readers to a complete remedy for this diffi-
culty, invented some years ago by Mr.
Tobin, of Leeds, Yorkshire, England; and
in mentioning it, I may say that I know
nothing whatever of the inventor, and have
no interest whatever in his invention. I
first saw it referred to in a newspaper para-
graph, and I have since tried it in my own
house, with the most satisfactory results.
It has been tried with success in some of
the public schools and offices in this city.
This plan is to bring in fresh cold air
through small vertical tubes placed in the
corners of the room, extending upwards
about four feet from the floor, and having
at the lower end an elbow, which communi-
cates with the external air. The fresh air en-
ters the outer end of the tube, passes round
the elbow, and enters the room in a vertical
current at a point about four feet from the
floor; the current then passes undeflected
upwards, until it reaches the ceiling, where
it breaks, is deflected along the ceiling, and
finds its way gradually and imperceptibly
downwards. This plan is a perfect cure for
draught, as far as it is itself concerned; and

it has the additional merit of preventing or
lessening the little knife - edged draughts
that find their way through cracks and
crannies of windows and doors, because air
will always enter the easiest way. It is de-
sirable to have the outside ends of the
tubes protected by a covering from the
direct action of the wind, otherwise too
powerful a current may enter the room,
when a strong, cold breeze is blowing out-
side. The tubes may be constructed of
ordinary three-inch tin rain -water pipe;
they can be painted or papered to match
the walls, and are then scarcely observable,
especially if the base-board is brought round
outside of them. They are usually fitted
with a tin disk inside, turned with a small
handle from the outside, to shut off the
current if desired; but the handle is very
apt to get loose in tlie disk after a short
time, and not to move it. I use the simple
expedient of placing a small book on the
top of the tube on the rare occasions when
I need to close it. Three inches diameter and
four inches for a large -room is about the
right diameter for the tubes. I notice that
some architects in this city have carried the
tubes up eight or nine feet from the flour,
or to within two or three feet from the ceil-
ing. I don't think this is advisable, because
there is a danger of the incoming air strik-
ing the ceiling with such force as to be
deflected in the shape of a draught.

An excellent system of ventilation for an
ordinary-sized dwelling - room is an open
grate or stove combined with two of these
Tobin tubes-one in each corner opposite
the fire. As the foul air is withdrawn from
the room by the fire-place or stove below,
its place is taken by the fresh air which
descends gently and imperceptibly from
above, heated by and partly mixed with the
air of the room. Would not this plan re-
move, in regard to dwelling-rooms, the
objection to outlets for foul air near the
floor that you mention under the heading
"Ventilation and Carbonic Acid " in tbe
same number of the HEALTH JOURNAL ?
The constant downward current from the
ceiling of the fresh air would surely coun-
teract any tendency the carbonic acid gas



aY have to accumulate at the upper part able or willing ta incur the cost of heating
of the room. An important practical ad- by means of open grates or lire places alone;
'lantage of the plan is that the most expen. there being by this method such a large
Sive half of it, the open grate or stove, amount of heat lost, which escapes up the
's already to be found in thousands of chimney. The great majority of bouses n
hones; and the inexpensive adjunct of the this country, schools, churches, halls and
tubes is all that is needed to inake the ven- the like, are warmed by furnaces in the base..
tilation of the room almost perfect. ment, by hall stoves, or by tight air stoves in

La large public halls it is of course desire the apartments. As vood for fuel becomes
able to have outlets both at the top and the scarcer this will become yearly more the
bottom of the room, because the highly- case. And hence the method of ventilation

aeated products of combustion from the must be varied.
tuuberous gas-j ets will ascend, and must In inhabited rooms each volume of air,

therefore be taken away at the ceiling. But as it is exhaled from the ungs, has a tem-

"al the case of smaller rooms, I very much perature not much short of i000 F., and. as
doubt if the preponderance of carbonic acid evm one knows, quickly ascends; and we
'tthe upper part of the room is s great as hold that, as a rule, it is much more eci-

warrant the very costly method of with- namical-less force being required-to have
draWing continually the warmest air in the it carried on out of the room by way of an
!0mm, which is of course always at the ceil apening in a or the ceiling. Occasionally

<. If the electric light cores into general Ifresh, warm air frm a furnace is introduced
s it will considerably strengthen the argu- into a room near the ceiling,while the foui

Ilent of thase who like ta keep their feet air is withdrawn by means of a special aopen-
arte and spare their purses by the econo- ing near the floor. We do not believe this

Uical mehod of putting their foul.air oustet ta be a good nethod.
Where the coldest stratum of air is, at the Where a room is warmed chiefly or large-

hOOr level. Authorities may be quoted i

8UPport of bath methods of outlet ; but ' t by' astv i the all t p eop rhap f os aey

S e p e ar a small grate ire, partly for the purpse of
of t0 heavy a gas as carbonic acid will be ventiating the rom, it is desiraie ta have
found near the floor-sufficient, at any rate, an opening in the chimney near the ceiling.
tO render efficient any ventilating outlet Even with an upright IlTobin " shaft for
Placed there. bringing in fresh air, n the opposite side of

Granting, however, your position for a the rom ta that at which the ire place is,
Otfent how far do you think the use of very little fresh air would pass out of the

'vetical inlet tubes goes ta remove your owfl upper opening; but it would probably al
Objection ta the use f floor outiets? 1 should faîl down and be diffused in the room.

b pleased to see yaur opinion. In reference ta the Tobin systemwe desire
Trusing that some of your readers may to say that it has on several occasions been
cd these hints useful, referred tin this JOURNALin early numbers,

I ae , very truly yaUrs, and it is undoubtedly an excellent method
PURE AIR, b which ta introduce fresh air intar fms.

Toronto, Dec. 15, '8o,

IN RRPLY: Where rooms are heated solely
b7 an open grate fire, in cold weather, when
a large amount of fuel would be consuned,
creating a forcible down current, we should
saY unexceptional ventilation may be, and,
ludeed, would be, obtained by means of the
Tobin system. But few comparatively are

Probably there is no better in cases where
the fresh air is brought directly in»o the
rooms and is not first warmed. Bu! how
many can be induced to put it into practice
-to incur even the little cost and trouble
of having tubes put into the rooms :-it is so

easy to open the indispensible window.
Dr. Stevenson, M.R.C.S., &c., London,

Eng., in a communication to the Lancet a
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few years ago, mentions an improvement in
the Tobin system, which he had adopted,
and which was also referred to in this
JOURNAL. It is that of lining small tubes with
flannel, by which the air is filtered and all

sound deadened. In cities and foul air lo-
calities, this would doubtless be an advan-
tage.

In reference to window openings, we have
recommended, and seen carried into practice,
a plan of attaching a plate or sheet of metal
(such as tin or zinc) to the upper sash, so
formed as to turn the air entering when
the sash is lowered up towards or against
the ceiling. It works satisfactorily. When
the lower sash is raised a little and the
lower opening closed by a piece of wood, or
in any way, the air entering between the
sashes at the middle of the window is turned
up towards the ceiling, and is not felt falling
upon the head so much as when coming
in through an opening caused by the upper
sash being lowered.-ED. C. H. .

COLLECTING AND STORING RAIN-
WATER.

SIR,-Would you kindly inform me, in the
next issue of your JOURNAL, as to the
causes and prevention of the rapid deter-
ioration of rain water stored in wooden
tanks, as evinced by foul odour, which in a
very short time becomes very marked.

In a country like this, where more expen-
sive modes of storage are impossible to the
masses, wooden tanks must for a long time
be the nost general and almost only means
for accumulating and storing rain-water;
and it is a most important sanitary con-
sideration, the best and safest way to affect
this with the means at our disposal.

I have subscribed for your excellent peri-
odical, and to "start fair " with it, have
secured the vols. already published. Some
day, possibly, I may be able to contribute
something of sanitary interest from the
NortlèWest, At present one is bewildered
to know where to begin, where nothing, so
far, has been done in this country.

Yours faithfully,
" HEALTH."

Winnipeg, Dec. 6th, i88o.

THE CAUSE of the foul odor from rain-
water is doubtless owing more to the de-

composition of the organic matter in the
water than to the effect of the wooden tank.
Rain-water in falling becomes contaminated
by washing the air it falls through, and by
washing off the impurities which collect on
the surfaces upon which the water falls, as
the roofs of houses.

Rain-water washes the air, and carries
down with it any impurities the air may
contain, as vapours from marshes and de-
composing vegetable and animal matters,
germs, bacteria, &c. Rain-water falling neax
cities is more impure than that falling in
the open country.

THE BEST MEANS OF PREVENTING the foul
odors, therefore, is to filter the water before
it enters the cistern. This is sometimes
done. The first portion of a rainfall, which
washes the air and roofs, may be rejected,
and not allowed to enter the cistern, b
having the water-spout movable. This wil
cause a great improvement. Some have twO
cisterns, one for the first impure portions of
the rainfall, and the other for the purer
after-fall.

Charring the inside of the casks helps
greatly to preserve the water ; and the ini-
mersion, from time to time, of small pieces
of charcoal is an excellent plan, of which
we can speak from experience. The charring
can be renewed.

Cisterns should be ventilated; as by twO
tubes passing up a few feet from the top of
the cistern, and these protected at the top
by wire gause. The upper opening of the
tubes may be at the sides instead of the
top, when impurities will be less likely tO
get in.-ED. C. H. .

THE LOVE THAT IS GONE.
Lo ! a hand comes forth from the shadows,

A soft touch that I knew of old,
That could crown the loftiest fancies

With an aureola of gold,

And I think how that hand so loving,
That craved but to lie in mine,

Oft' met an impatient gesture,
Or found not the responsive sign.

And from yonder painted canvas
I catch the old wistful look,

So timidly, mutely jealous
Of the time that I gave my book.

Was I blind, or mad, or heartless ?
Both the hand and the face are gone;

The light of my soul has vanished,
And I am utterly alone.

The brain that her glances kindled
Is bruised, and blighted, and chilled,

And the bright dreams of the future,
Now, can never be fulfilled.
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Übdor'5 prti á r. dition ; the principal difference being that
the people of Toronto do not, first, want for

EIGHTEEN HUNDRED AND ElGH rY-ONE. means of disposing of sewage and waste
Y the time this number of the JOURNAL water. but team them into the source of the

reaches its readers, the old year, another one, principal water supply and, second, they do
*Wi have passed away; with its pleasures fot seem to want a suppiy of pure water, at
%d pains, its joys and griefs. We wish ail least they do fot manifeet very plainly such

Who read this a very happy new year, and want, using the foui water drawn from the

4anY more of the same sort. Bay into which the sewage is poured, or that,

THIS SECOND ITEM in the "corner" alludes possibly worse, from wells near cesspools and

tO that which concerms in no small degree pnvy vaults, and waiting patiently and sub-

the happiness of the editor-that by means ly for the epidemic-the "visitation

Of which the necessaries of this mortal life of providence," which is sure sooner or later
ae for the most part obtained. It is not to core, if there is not a great change brought
*ell calculated to promote the usual pleasing about by somebody.

Cffect of the first greeting, above ; yet we REGISTRATION 0F INFECTIOUS DISEASES.

Venture to hint that our happiness will be We have many times urged the importance
PrOiote at hisseasn b beig eable toof this subject ; it is one of the most vital in

promoted at this season by being enabled tconnection with the public heait. Many
ark "paid up" opposite many names-oldcities and towns in Great Britain and the

fAiliar nam as wmll en ofw oned. i soi .of sw a, a A

notC seem to wante a uply ofpr aea

POSTAGE STAMPs are good in their way,
and one cannot have too many of them ; but
*e lose money on them when we have to

ipose of them as we sometimes do. We
WQuld be glad if those who remit the amount
of subscription would send paper currency
Instead of stamps, when possible.

.NE MEDICAL MAN we are glad to observe
ccoming out" for alderman in this city.
e trust he may be elected ; whatever poli-

tl leanings he may have, about which we
ow nothing. Were there three or four

Physicians in the Council and on the " Mar-
t and Health Committee," one might

Ptrchance sometimes see in the report
of the proceedings of that committee that
%oe allusion at least had been made by it
to public health matters.

WANTED,-PURE WATER.-The people of
ballas, Texas, want a supply of pure water.
'he town is rendered unhealthy and liable at
ay timet to an epidemic, says an exchange, on
accOunt of the entire absence of any arrange-
%nt for procuring clear water and disposing

sewage and fou] water. Wells are used

Water supply, and cess-pools in their
"kllîity for the filth and waste. There is a
City not nearly so far away as Dallas, called

roOnto, much in the same unenviable co n

nà te States have a opt ;Fa&

year ago the Corporation of Edinburgh com-
menced a system of compulsory registration,
and required physicians to report all cases
of infectious disease, allowing for each report
2s. 6d. It the first six months upwards of

$3,ooo was thus disbursed. So convinced
is the Corporation of the value of the infor-
mations obtained that the sum of e5,ooo has
been appropriated for the purpose during the
coming year. The Sanitary Record reports
that there is likely to be a satisfactory in-
crease in the number of towns where regis-
tration is compulsory.

WE DIRECT THE ATTENTION of our readers
to a paper in this number by Dr. White,
Health Officer of Millwaukee, read at the
meeting, in December, of the American
Public Health Association, at New Orleans,
which shows how they prevent the spread of
infectious diseases in that Western City ; by
registration carried into practice.

GLASS CLOTHING appears to be among
the near possibilities. A Pittsburg firm has

succeeded in producing glass threads of
sufficient fineness and elasticity to permit of
their being woven into fabrics ; and a table-

cloth of glass is on exhibition in New York,
so says the Scientißc American. We cannot
imagine glass making a very comfortable
undershirt for cold weather.
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SMALL-Pox.-The National (U. S.) Board

of Heath Bulletin reports that during one
week in the middle of October there were

deaths from this disease in England, Scotland,
Ireland, France, Germany, Austria, Hungary,
Italy, Canada, West Indies, Texas, Mexico,
East Indies. Brazil and other places. In
the United States deaths from it occurred in
Philadelphia, New York, Troy, Chicago,
Williamsburg, Va., and San Francisco. The
Pacifîc Medical and Surgical gournal, says

483 deaths from the disease. Scarlet fever
isalso prevalent. The mayor recommended
that the testimony of witnesses be taken in
order ta learn the causes of the diseasC.
The Sanitary Engineer intimates that the
causes are the want of traps on main drains
and fresh air inlets; in short, sewer gas
poisoning. Pure air, cleanliness and the
avoidance of all persons likely to be affected
with the disease are the surest preventive
means.

the disease appears ta be increasing its range BETTER THAN QUARANTINE. -M. V%

in nearly all parts of the world. Lesseps does fot believe in the efficacl

of quarantines. In 1834-5 in Egypt, ai-
ON THE ADULTERATION OF MILK the though the foreign consuls managed the

English laws are very severe, and transgressors quarantine, they were unable by the mast
are made to feel the force of them. One man severe precautions to prevent theintroduc
who had been fined seven times and paid tion and development of the worst plague
$550 in fines, was on the eighth offence fined that ever ravaged the Orient, carrying 09
$îoo; his milk contained 14 per cent. of in eight months one-third the population of
water. It is common ta impose a fine of Lower Egypt, whiie it made no victims in
from $50 to $ roo there. If milkmen here upper Egypt, although therewas daiiy corn.
were so punished we would doubtless be munication between the two parts of the
supplied in a short time with a somewhat country. He believes that sanitary precau
better quality of milk. tions, improvement of food, air, and water,

BROoKLYN, N.Y., is being devastated with cieanliness and temperance are the bestpe'
diphtheria. There has been 1185 cases, and' ventives against contagious diseases

" The Crying Xant is better education of the publie in hy-
giene."-Med. and Surg. Reporter, Phila.

Sir mq Jenner, says, " rtTo prevent disease is the most
important aimt of the science and art of Medicine."

Dr. Samtuel Wilks, F. R. S., Physician, and Lecturer nof
Medicine, Guy's Hospital, London, says: "lThe idea of CURE iS low-borfl
and common-place." CURE lies at the bottomn of ail quack systeionso

PREVENTION is significant of higher intelectuai advancement."

The purpose of this JOURNAL is to diffuse a knowiedg
of, and awaken public interest in, the Laws ot Health, to discuss
ail questions pertainin& to Health, Air, Water, Food, Drainage, Sewer,
age, Clothing, etc., etc.; to advocate Sanitary Legislation; in short, t?
make PREVENTION rather than CURE the FIRST object ot both the physi-
cian and the public.

The Publisher solicits co-op eration and assistance fro0
ail who are interested in the future welld-being of the Captadian peope
whom, it is hoped, wilI sustain efforts to supply a firstclass Healt
journal.


